
Louisiana Native Storie Gonsoulin has had a passionLouisiana Native Storie Gonsoulin has had a passionLouisiana Native Storie Gonsoulin has had a passion
for music since he was in grade school. He wasfor music since he was in grade school. He wasfor music since he was in grade school. He was

exposed to the sounds and likes of Cajun, Zydeco,exposed to the sounds and likes of Cajun, Zydeco,exposed to the sounds and likes of Cajun, Zydeco,   
Hip Hop, New Orleans Brass Band, and more as aHip Hop, New Orleans Brass Band, and more as aHip Hop, New Orleans Brass Band, and more as a

young child.young child.young child.   
At the age of 25 he picked up a guitar and a fewAt the age of 25 he picked up a guitar and a fewAt the age of 25 he picked up a guitar and a few

years later met Lil Buck, one of his biggestyears later met Lil Buck, one of his biggestyears later met Lil Buck, one of his biggest
inspirations, and began focusing on playing Blues.inspirations, and began focusing on playing Blues.inspirations, and began focusing on playing Blues.   

Lil Buck took Storie on tour and had the opportunityLil Buck took Storie on tour and had the opportunityLil Buck took Storie on tour and had the opportunity
to perform alongside his inspiration and mentor forto perform alongside his inspiration and mentor forto perform alongside his inspiration and mentor for

the first time in Worcester, Massachusetts at athe first time in Worcester, Massachusetts at athe first time in Worcester, Massachusetts at a
summer music festival. About a decade later, Storiesummer music festival. About a decade later, Storiesummer music festival. About a decade later, Storie

joined Leroy Thomas & The Zydeco Roadrunners as ajoined Leroy Thomas & The Zydeco Roadrunners as ajoined Leroy Thomas & The Zydeco Roadrunners as a
washboard player and played over 500 shows bothwashboard player and played over 500 shows bothwashboard player and played over 500 shows both

regionally and nationally. Some shows includedregionally and nationally. Some shows includedregionally and nationally. Some shows included   
the 2015's New Orleans JazzFest, and television showthe 2015's New Orleans JazzFest, and television showthe 2015's New Orleans JazzFest, and television show

performances onperformances onperformances on   
KDCG TV Uniquely Acadiana.KDCG TV Uniquely Acadiana.KDCG TV Uniquely Acadiana.
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Instagram:Instagram:Instagram: Listen:Listen:Listen: Youtube:Youtube:Youtube:

https://www.instagram.com/storie_g/
https://anchor.fm/storie-gonsoulin
https://youtu.be/uV8Nfz_Jvbg
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After some time with The ZydecoAfter some time with The ZydecoAfter some time with The Zydeco
Roadrunners Storie decided heRoadrunners Storie decided heRoadrunners Storie decided he

was ready to creatively challengewas ready to creatively challengewas ready to creatively challenge
himself again and moved to Newhimself again and moved to Newhimself again and moved to New

Orleans, LA.Orleans, LA.Orleans, LA.   
Since then Storie has launched,Since then Storie has launched,Since then Storie has launched,

managed and consulted two localmanaged and consulted two localmanaged and consulted two local
French Quarter RestaurantFrench Quarter RestaurantFrench Quarter Restaurant
concepts, and created hisconcepts, and created hisconcepts, and created his   

home studio to further enhancehome studio to further enhancehome studio to further enhance
his disc jockey skills were hehis disc jockey skills were hehis disc jockey skills were he

createdcreatedcreated   
The Storieville Stomp,The Storieville Stomp,The Storieville Stomp,

a complete Louisiana music DJa complete Louisiana music DJa complete Louisiana music DJ
set ranging from Rap, Cajun,set ranging from Rap, Cajun,set ranging from Rap, Cajun,
Bounce, Pop, Bounce & More!Bounce, Pop, Bounce & More!Bounce, Pop, Bounce & More!

Contact:
Axel "LOLA Rosa

Email: axellola@south25ent.com
Phone: 504-249-8962
www.south25ent.com

https://www.south25ent.com/

